
Batch payouts
A comprehensive all-in-one solution that enables you to make 

mass payouts to thousands of recipients using multiple methods 
and currencies simultaneously.

Workload 
optimisation

Complete batch payouts as easy 
as clicking a mouse, saving time 
and capabilities for other 
business tasks.

Spreadsheet-like 
execution

Creating a batch payout file is a 
no-brainer. Just list the items in 
any spreadsheet you're used to 
and save it as  or ..csv .xls

Unlimited 
capabilities

Use multiple payout methods to 
send any amount in any currency, 
relying on hundreds of ready-
made connections with payment 
providers.

How does it work?

Create a batch payout file with an array of items.

Upload  your batch payout file to our platform.

Process an unlimited number of individual payouts at once.

Download a detailed report after completion of your request.

What makes this payout solution stand out? 
Make mass payouts at any scale by leveraging as many payment methods and currencies 
as needed. You can use multiple payout methods and flows simultaneously: mix SEPA 
and SWIFT transfers, or send money to PayPal wallets by ID and by phone number.

If you have to deal with large amounts, you’ll benefit from splitting, an option to execute 
any item in the batch payout through multiple transactions.

Besides, there are two processing options: sequence and parallel. The first means batch 
payout items will be processed consecutively, and the second executes all payouts at 
once. You can configure the system to reroute transactions until they are successfully 
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completed or suspended, and manage failover by setting up attempt limits and routing 
rules for any resolution. If that sounds good but challenging, don’t worry — our payment 
experts are ready to help.

Get in touch

How does it help to manage the payout 
process?

We automatically settle all your payment data into a single in-depth report. Handle 
exceptions instead of manual reconciliation of each transaction.

Monitor the batch payout performance in real time and generate any of our out-of-the-box 
reports in a few clicks or automatically on a regular basis.

All transactional data about payouts can be exported in  or  format..csv .xls

Set and configure Alerts to be timely notified of reaching crucial figures or some error and 
malfunction occurring.

Is this solution tailored to my industry?
Batch payouts by Corefy is a multi-purpose solution, that you can use to make regular payouts, pay out 
salaries, bonuses, winnings, rewards, make refunds, and mass payouts to vendors or partners. Here’s a list 
of industries and business activity areas which already use it: 

Gaming & Betting Marketplaces Affiliate networks HR management Manual refunds

Schedule a demo
How to get started?
See how it works and ask any questions you might 
have on an online demo.

Client cases 
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